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“Whitenoise non-factorable quantum key generation, random number generation 
source and mitigating against Denial of Service attacks against quantum 

communications” 
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• Quantum cryptography is focused on exploiting quantum physical properties and 
using these physical properties for key exchange, signature, intrusion detection, and 
other cryptographic purposes. 

• Quantum cryptography requires a highly random data source for key creation just 
as quantum computing requires a “theoretically” perfectly random data source to do 
NOT problems.

• Quantum key exchange is unstable because of quantum nature and cannot 
prevent Denial of Service. Its instability is good for intrusion detection but there is no 
recovery.

– Whitenoise keys and DIVA are the logical candidates that easily address the 
needs of quantum cryptology by creating virtual frameworks with virtual 
manufacturing at virtually no cost. 

• Quantum cryptography, computing and their deployment in telecommunications 
requires being used in conjunction with “fail safe” or switch over key-based security 
that is strong and which can keep up with tremendous volumes of data moving at 
tremendous speeds just in software and eliminate the need for accelerators.



1 protocol: Dynamic Identity Verification and Authentication DIVA

and 

1 framework: Dynamic Distributed Key Infrastructures DDKI 

provide all network security:

• secure access 
• dynamic authentication
• authorization 
• identity  
• signature  • signature  
• repudiation  
• intrusion detection 
• automatic revocation

DIVA keys are distributed as software patch, or
DIVA keys are distributed through microprocessors at time of manufacturing. 
No existing security needs replacement or integration.

And WN is fast enough to do so in ALL quantum IT contexts. The demonstrations on key 
creation and the speed of WN keys show why it is easily suitable for all quantum 
contexts. 

Go to http://www.wnlabs.com > Technology > YouTube Learning for videos.



Whitenoise and DIVA are proven to be:

• Man-in-the-Middle attack resistant because there is no key exchange during sessions. 
See YouTube demonstration “How DIVA works”.

• Side Channel attack resistant because all operations are order 1 operations after key 
load. The University of Victoria ECE Department just finished a two-year, National 
Research Council of Canada funded, study on the resistance of WN to Side Channel 
attacks when deployed in microprocessors. There are NO known side channel attack 
classes that can break a WN key. http://www.wnlabs.com/news/side%20channel%20resistance.php

• Mathematical attack resistant proven by the University of California, Berkeley.

• Quantum computing attack resistant because there are no fixed key sizes. 

• Denial of Service attack resistant because of identity and secure network access. 

• Cloud computing secure because it uses the strongest endpoint encryption and 
identity keys known - the endpoint keys used are greater than 250,000 bits strong and 
generate key streams greater than 10 to the 60th power bytes in length that operate like 
a one-time-pad.  Authentication of tokens happen for tokens never yet created or used 
before ahead in the stream. Tokens are only used once.



Brute Force attack resistant 

“Exhaustive key search is not a threat. With the recommended parameters, Whitenoise 
uses keys with at least 1600 bits of randomness. Exhaustive search of 1600-bit keys is 
completely and absolutely infeasible. Even if we hypothesized the existence of some 
magic computer that could test a trillion-trillion key trials per second (very unlikely!), and 
even if we could place a trillion-trillion such computers somewhere throughout the 
universe (even more unlikely!), and even if we were willing to wait a trillion-trillion years 
(not a chance!), then the probability that we would discover the correct key would be 
negligible (about 1/2 to the 1340 power), which is unimaginably small). Hence, if keys 

Unbreakable keys

negligible (about 1/2 to the 1340 power), which is unimaginably small). Hence, if keys 
are chosen appropriately and Whitenoise is implemented correctly, exhaustive key 
search is not a threat.” 

David Wagner UC Berkeley

Follow the DEFCON website . 
See the Challenge that Black Hat wouldn’t take. 

http://wnlabs.com/news/challengeDEFCON.php

http://www.wnlabs.com/news/BlackHat_or_Propellar_Heads.php
We invite the participation of the University of Victoria, ECE Labs.



Deployment

Global distribution is accomplished in two steps

• DIVA is a protocol that is called from the login procedure to any application or 
network.

• The endpoint has a small 20k dll. 

• The server has an application and a database to make dynamic comparisons 
and track client keys. That’s it ! ! !

Global distribution is accomplished in two steps

1. Online key distribution, enrollment, authentication and activation is accomplished 
through on-line upgrading like Norton’s daily definitions to any device with a connection, 
write-back capacity for dynamic offsets and a little memory.

2. Microprocessors are added to devices at manufacturing. This provides complete 
compliance with permitting and tracking of national security level key technologies in 
any country in the world. 

• DIVA is deployed in both government and commercial applications. 



Total Global deployment

– Developers add call to DIVA to their single-sign-on login routine. It is one call to 
DIVA and requires no integration into your existing security controls. It simply 
fixes them.

– Manufacturers add DIVA enabled chips during production. There is no change in 
cost since they are already using chips sets. On the next product cycle they cost since they are already using chips sets. On the next product cycle they 
simply swap chipsets to ones deploying DIVA.

– Service providers can distribute online firmware.



Advantages
DIVA/DDKI addresses all network security problems.

• Higher security
• Affordable
• Easy to implement
• Provisioned electronically or overnight mail
• Easy means of anonymity
• Keys are >250,000 bits and scalable
• Key streams are greater than 10 to the 60th power bytes in length but are • Key streams are greater than 10 to the 60th power bytes in length but are 

simply stored 
• Keys are exponential and operate as a one-time-pad
• Simple software upgrading, manufacturing, and electronic provisioning
• Works in parallel with competitor security; nothing to replace or integrate
• DDKI addresses the problems associated with the current architectures
• Guards all network data in motion and storage
• Can control life of data on the cloud
• Complete provenance of data at rest and in motion
• Integrates into any sign-on routine or application with a single call
• It can be used in any kind of topology and with any other security techniques

without replacing anything
• Recognized in international standards communities



Quantum fail safe and two channel authentication

• Existing public key networks use weak 
keys maxing out effectively at 256 bit 
strength in network sessions because 
of the intense mathematics which 
require accelerators in vast area 
networks. This is exasperated in 
quantum contexts.

Current keys can be 
broken and factored 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GwkwgR
_78dQ&feature=youtu.be

• Although we can completely displace 
ineffective public key asymmetric 
authentication and networks, we aim to 
work seamlessly with these existing 
systems and FIX THEIR FATAL 
FLAWS. In combination, DIVA and PKI 
create a two-channel (asymmetric and 
symmetric) multi-factor authentication 
process that provides ALL network 
security functions. 

And

Asymmetric systems are 
ALWAYS vulnerable to 

man-in-the-middle 
attacks.



Quantum cryptography and Dynamic Distributed Key In frastructures. 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=c6qaKkV9GJU







Go to http://www.wnlabs.com > Technology > YouTube Learning

Learn why these technologies are ideally suited to Quantum Key Systems

See:  
• Video DIVA presentation for the Canadian US Embassy Innovation Scan website
• Video on how DIVA works
• Video demonstration of DIVA
• A visual look at the Whitenoise algorithm and how keys are created
• Video of DIVA key creation and speed testing
• Video demonstration of factoring public keys
• Video announcement of  the former Director of Global Cyber Security for the US DHS
• Video of previous ETSI DIVA presentation
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Special Counsel 

– Richard H L Marshall Former Director of Global Cyber for the US Department of 
Homeland Security

– Technical advisor Dr. Brian Snow – Former Chief Scientist for NSA

– Dr. Thomas Cellucci – The first-ever Chief Commercialization Officer for the United 
States Department of Homeland Security. 



Quantum Security

Thank you ETSI.

DIVA and Whitenoise Laboratories Canada Inc.



http://www.wnlabs.com/news/challengeDEFCON.php

http://www.wnlabs.com/news/challengeDEFCON.php


